ABSTRACT Time plays a critical role in competitive influence maximization. Companies aim to promote their products before certain events, such as Christmas Eve or music concerts, to gain more benefit under competitions from other companies. Besides, these companies have a limited budget to spend on these product promotions. Therefore, in this paper, we examine a time-constrained competitive influence maximization where the parties wish to maximize their profits before the respective deadlines. Besides, the parties need to determine how to select the seed nodes and when to initiate information propagation in the network, such that the decision results in the optimal reward given the time and the budget constraint. To this end, we propose a novel reinforcement learning-based framework named seed-combination and seed-selection that is built on a nested Q-learning (NSQ) algorithm. This way, we can derive the optimal in both budget allocation and node selection that results in the maximum profit. In evaluating the proposed model, we consider the scenarios when the competitors' strategy is known, unknown, and not available for training. The results show that the proposed NSQ algorithm could improve the rewards by up to 50% compared with the state-of-the-art algorithm, STORM-Q.
I. INTRODUCTION
Influence maximization (IM) problem is to identify the smallest subset of users in a social network who can propagate or diffuse information in the network [1] - [6] . Application of IM includes viral marketing [7] , [8] where promotional or incentives are offered to the small number of most influential users in the network such that the target campaign reaches a wider target audience probably through a ''word-of-mouth'' effects such as by sharing and likes on social media among others [7] , [8] . In [1] and [2] , influence maximization problem is formulated and modeled using Markov Random fields while in [3] , it is formulated as a discrete stochastic optimization with consideration to both independent cascade (IC) model and linear threshold (LT) model. Finding an optimal seed set is a known NP-hard problem [3] . Greedy algorithms have been leveraged for IM problem, for instance, [3] proposed a greedy algorithm achieving 1 − 1/e approximation guarantee. However, the complexity of this algorithm grows unbounded with increases in the size of the network and thus limits its performance in large networks such as social networks. A lot of research work has been proposed to address the computational complexity and efficiency of the IM problem as discussed in [4] , [5] , and [9] - [12] .
Competitive Influence Maximization (CIM) problem, a more realistic problem, is to maximize influence during competition among multiple parties who compete for buyers, audience, or market shares, in the same social network in order to maximize their profits. Formally, the CIM problem considers multiple parties offering same or similar products or services [13] and a user is expected to choose a service or product from one of the competing parties/companies. Party or company is interchangeably used throughout the paper. The parties, therefore, compete in their attempt to attract more users for their services or products so as to maximize their profits. Most of the existing studies are based on extended influence maximization models to formulate the CIM problem [14] - [16] . These models assume a relatively simple scenario that the relations and its influences remain constant with time in the given network and parties are only concerned with the eventual market share with no deadline imposed on the campaign.
Latest studies on empirical social networks, such as [17] - [20] , show that time plays a significant role in the influence spread. Recently, the influence propagation problem with a certain time deadline received significant attentions [21] - [24] . Such research works are motivated by the fact that most advertising campaigns or promotions have deadlines. Moreover, it has been observed that the power of influence may decay over time [25] . Despite all the developments on the incorporation of important temporal factors for traditional single party influence maximization, however, the study on CIM considering temporal factors is still lacking. Existing works [13] - [16] , [26] , [27] for addressing the CIM problem do not fully integrate the significant temporal factors that have been well observed in the influence diffusion dynamics. First, the time required for a user to influence another varies due to the time-dependent contact rate, influence strength, or both. Second, most campaigns or promotions have deadlines, time-constrained, such as threeday, five-day, seven-day, and so on. Third, each promotion campaign has a budget limitation to spend on product or campaign awareness. We illustrate the importance of temporal factors for CIM problem with our motivating example.
Let us consider the Black Friday sale scenario and the social network shown in motivating example Figure 1 . Assuming that both parties are promoting their Tablet PCs at discount rates of 50% and 60% respectively with a promotion deadline expiry till Black Friday. Each edge carries time-decaying influence edge weight. For instance, node U influences node V with a probability of 0.7 × 5/7 on the first day and so on. Besides, we consider a linear threshold diffusion model here where each node has an activation threshold value. Each party selects only a single seed node at each time-stamp. Here, we assume that each node's activation threshold is 0.4. Nodes U and W are the seed nodes of party A and party B respectively. Node U influences nodes V and X on the first time unit with its respective time-decaying influence edge weights with the party A idea, while node W influences nodes X and U with the party B idea. Node V gets influenced by node U and adopts party A product, while node X adopts party B product due to higher influence from node W than node U . At the next time stamp, nodes V and X influence node Y with probability 0.7 × 1/7 and 0.5 × 3/7 respectively with their respective party product idea. However, node Y remains neutral due to less influence from both parties seed nodes. Thus, it is critical to address time-dependent aspects in the CIM problem considering temporal aspects of influence diffusion dynamics, such as time-decaying influence, time-delay propagation, and the time-constrained campaign of multiple parties.
In addition, the total budget of the campaign also needs to be carefully invested at a proper time in order to maximize the influence given the temporal factors and the competitors' strategies. Let us consider the same motivating example given in figure 1 . Previously, we assumed that each party selects a single node at each time stamp for information propagation. However, it would be a different outcome when the parties invest budget differently. For instance, party A selects two seed nodes and party B chooses a single seed node. Assume, nodes W and V are chosen as seed nodes by party A and node X by party B in the first time unit respectively. Then, party A can influence all nodes in the network except the node X which is initially selected as a seed node by party B. Indeed, it is important to decide when and how to invest budget at proper timings considering temporal aspects of influence diffusion dynamics, such as time-decaying influence, time-delay propagation, and the time-constrained campaign of multiple parties.
In light of the observations mentioned earlier, we extend the CIM problem to consider temporal factors. First, we assume each party is facing a deadline, i.e., timeconstraint. Second, the power of influence and its reach depend on the arrival time. We, therefore, propose a new propagation model for competitive influence maximization, time-varying competitive linear threshold model (TV-CLT), to capture the power of influence and delay propagation. Finally, we assume that each party has a limited budget to invest in the influential nodes. The budget can be spent at different timings in order to maximize its effect considering competitors' known/unknown strategies.
Consequently, we present a Time-Constrained Competitive Influence Maximization (TC-CIM) problem. In TC-CIM problem, multiple parties compete with each other to maximize their rewards considering their budget and time constraints using TV-CLT diffusion model. In such competitive environments, each party would like to devise a strategy to utilize their budget efficiently at proper timings. Furthermore, it is observed that the optimal time and the number of nodes to select for influence maximization is NP-hard problem even with a single party influence maximization [21] . An approximated or learning-based solution is, therefore, more desirable that can find the optimal strategy to tackle the aforementioned observations.
We propose a Seed-Combination and Seed-Selection (SCSS) reinforcement learning based framework, which is capable of learning an optimal multi-party influence maximization strategy by taking into account the budget and time-constraints using TV-CLT diffusion model. To reduce the complexity of the proposed framework, we first propose multiple heuristic-based seed-combination strategies, that is, when to select seed nodes, and utilize existing influence maximization strategies; that is, how to select seed nodes, as the action space of the framework. Further, we propose a novel nested Q-learning (NSQ) algorithm to address the budget allocation and seed-selection in the proposed problem. SCSS framework employs the NSQ algorithm to find an optimal seed-combination strategy to invest budget and an optimal seed selection given the seed-combination whether the strategy of the competitor is known or unknown.
The main contributions of our work are as follows. 1) To our knowledge, we are the first one to propose a time-constrained competitive influence maximization (TC-CIM) problem, which considers a time-decaying influence coupled with time-delay propagation. 2) We propose a TV-CLT model integrating temporal aspects of information diffusion such as time-decaying and time delay propagation for CIM. 3) We propose a reinforcement learning based framework, SCSS, to learn an optimal policy for seed-combination (when) and seed-selection (how) keeping budget and time constraints into consideration. A novel nested Q-learning (NSQ) algorithm is proposed to reduce the complexity of exploring the large action space while maintaining the performance. 4) Experimental results show that the NSQ algorithm achieved better results than the state-of-the-art algorithm [27] for TC-CIM problem. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We have reviewed the related work in Sec. II followed by problem statement formulation in Sec. III. We discuss our proposed methodology and experimental results in Sec. IV and V, respectively. Finally, we conclude our work in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION
Domingo and Richardson [1] and Richardson and Domingo [2] are the pioneers of studying the Influence Maximization (IM) problem as an algorithmic problem. They formulated the IM problem with a probabilistic framework and used Markov Random Field to solve it. Further, Kempe et al. [3] formulated the IM problem as a discrete stochastic optimization problem. They proved the NP-hardness of IM problem and proposed a greedy algorithm, that achieves an approximation ratio of (1 − 1/e), to solve it. However, their proposed greedy algorithm is computationally expensive and not scalable for large-scale social networks. Consequently, a large number of subsequent studies are carried out to address scalability and efficiency issue of IM problem. Leskovec et al. [9] proposed a Cost-Effective Lazy Forward (CELF) algorithm which utilizes the submodularity property of the influence function to compute the influence spread. Besides, research studies [4] , [28] - [30] proposed Monte-Carlo Simulation-based speed-up techniques to tackle the scalability issue of IM problem. However, these approaches still are not applicable to large-scale social networks due to high time complexity for computing the influence spread using Monte-Carlo simulations. As a result, heuristic-based solutions are proposed to tackle the scalability and time-complexity of greedy algorithms on large-scale social networks [5] , [10] , [31] . However, the proposed heuristic-based methods do not provide a quality solution, i.e., influence spread, as compared to greedy algorithms. Some researchers integrated the time deadline for the influence maximization problem as well.
B. TIME-CONSTRAINED INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION
The time-critical influence maximization problem has been studied for single party influence maximization [21] - [23] , [25] , [32] , [33] . Chen et al. [21] proposed the time-critical influence maximization integrating the time-delay aspect. They proved that time-critical influence maximization is NP-hard problem. Liu et al. [22] , [32] considered the time constrained for influence maximization. They proposed a greedy algorithm which incorporates the concept of influence spreading path in social networks for its scalability. Mohammadi et al. [23] consider the time dependence of the information reach, such as time-delay aspect of the information reach and information decay over time. Mohammadi et al. [23] proved its NP-hardness but showed that the spread function is still monotone and submodular. Recently, similar work to that [23] on time deadline influence maximization was proposed in [25] . Ohsaka et al. proposed time-varying IC and time-varying LT models which integrates a time-delay and time-decaying influence in a social networks. However, all of these research works on time-constrained IM only considered a single party scenario without competitions in the social network.
C. COMPETITIVE INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION
Competitive influence maximization (CIM) problem, a natural and more realistic scenario of IM, considers a competition among multiple parties on the social network. We divide the approaches proposed to tackle the CIM problem in two cases. The First case is when the competitor strategy is known. There exist many research studies when the competitors' strategy is known in a static network [13] , [14] , [16] , [26] , [34] - [36] . The most popular strategy proposed to tackle the CIM problem under competitors' known strategy is Influence Blocking Maximization (IBM) [14] - [16] . The main purpose of IBM is to reduce the competitors' influence with having the knowledge of VOLUME 7, 2019 competitors' initial seed nodes selection. However, the IBM problem did not consider the temporal aspects such as time-decaying influence and time-delay propagation. The Second case lies when the competitors' strategy is unknown. We have to deduce the choices of the competitor and take actions accordingly. Bharathi et al. [13] analyzed this problem using game theory. Bharathi et al. [13] proved that at least (1−1/e) optimal influence spread can be achieved when the competitors' selections are predicted accurately. Recently, a meta-learning based framework was proposed by [27] to tackle the CIM problem. Reference [27] proposed a STORM model that considers a series of decisions to select a seed node in multiple rounds and learn an optimal policy when the competitor strategy is known or unknown.
However, Lin et al. [27] consider a static social network and fixed budget at each round for seed selection, that is, a single seed selection at each round. This assumption is unrealistic in a practical scenario where parties try to find an optimal time to activate the seed nodes, and the number of seed nodes to activate before the deadline while influence edge weight and its reach to a neighbor depend on time.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION MODEL
We model a social network as a directed graph, G = (V , E) where V represents the total number of nodes and E denotes a directed edge between a pair of nodes in the social network. Each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E has a time-dependent weight, that is, w u,v (t) = p e .f e , consisting of time-decaying influence function p e : R + → [0, 1] and a delay function f e : R → [0, 1]. We consider a Weighted Exponential (WE) and Weighted Reciprocal (WR) models to represent the time-decaying influence function (p e ) [25] . Weighted exponential model assigns p uv (t) =
Here c is the decay factor, and d − (v) is the in-degree of a vertex v. WE and WR models represent the fast and slow decaying influence respectively [25] . Further, we use the Weibull distribution [37] to represent time-delay function (f e ) since it has been adopted in time-diffusion literature model [11] , [33] .
Further, we assume that there are a set of parties competing in the social network. Each party promotes their product idea at the same time in the social network to maximize their influence strength. The strength of influence depends on time, that is, it will decrease with time, and its reach to a user depends on the arrival time. Besides, we assume that each party has budget and time deadline to propagate their product information. The goal of each party is to reach and activate as many users as possible within the budget and time deadline. Now, we formally define the time-varying competitive linear threshold model integrating temporal aspect, i.e., timedependent factors, in competitive influence diffusion environment. Each party can decide to implement the specific strategy in order to maximize her overall influence in the social network. A strategy denotes how a party spends its budget at each time-stamp to select the seed nodes. Particularly, it can be presented as a function of network state, time-stamp, and the remaining budget. According to the input, the strategy describes which seed nodes the party will select at this timestamp. The party can not choose seed nodes if 1) he has no budget remaining, or 2) his deadline has already reached. The overall total influence of the party will be computed at the end of his deadline.
Definition 1 (Time-Varying Competitive Linear Threshold (TV-CLT)): TV-CLT model is a multi-party diffusion model. Given a directed social network G = (V , E) with a time-dependent edge weights, the diffusion process in the TV-CLT models unfolds as in a traditional LT model. At the start of diffusion, each node v chooses an activation threshold
θ v ∈ [0, 1]. A
B. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning technique where an agent keeps interacting with its environment to find an optimal strategy π that can maximize its expected accumulated rewards [38] . The main objective of RL is to learn a policy π (s) that decides an optimal action to take given a specific environment denoted as state s. The effectiveness of policy π is evaluated using V π (s) and Q π (s, a) functions. The V π (s) function represents the expected accumulated reward of a state. Further, it is computed as:
where γ is the discount factor. The Q π (s, a) denotes the expected accumulated reward given a state-action pair.
The Q π (s, a) is defined as:
Both functions, (1) and (2), can be learned by samples of agents interacting with the environment. The optimal In addition, Q-learning provides a mechanism to approximate the V and Q functions without having prior knowledge about the state transition probabilities. It updates both functions one step at a time using current interaction during the training phase. The Q t+1 (s t , a t ) is updated as follows:
where r t+1 is the relative number of nodes activated using strategy a t in state s t and V (s t+1 ) is the expected accumulated reward from s t+1 to the end. The r t+1 + γ V (s t+1 ) term in Eq. (3) is a fresh expected accumulated reward obtained from current experience and Q t (s t , a t ) is the previous expected accumulated reward. The γ is a learning rate used to weight the fresh and previous expected reward sum for obtaining a new expected accumulated reward Q t+1 (s t , a t ). Then, the maximum reward from the learned model is chosen to get the expected accumulated reward of next state V (s t+1 ). That is, V (s t+1 ) = max a t +1 Q(s t+1 , a t+1 ).
C. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given a social network, a party set, action set, parties time deadlines, and their respective budgets, our objective is to find an optimal strategy which can maximize the overall influence of the specific party till its deadline using TV-CLT diffusion model keeping budget and competition in consideration. We now formally define the time-constrained competitive influence maximization problem using TV-CLT diffusion model as follows.
Definition 2 (Time-Constrained Competitive Influence Maximization (TC-CIM)):
Given a tuple G, P, A, T , K , where G = (V , E) is a weighted graph, V denotes the total number of nodes and E representing the number of edges, P = {1, ..., p} denotes the set of parties competing, A represents the strategic set of possible actions, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t p } denotes the time deadline for party p, K = {k 1 , k 2 , ..., k p } denotes the seed budget of party p, where k p > 0 and In addition, we assume that each party has the knowledge of his and the competitors' past decision taken before deciding to select the seed nodes at each time-stamp. Figure 2 presents the training process of our proposed system model with two parties in the system, i.e., party A and party B. At the start of training, each party p selects a seed-combination to invest budget. Given a seed-combination selection, party p chooses seed nodes (N p t ), in turn, considering time-deadline and budget remaining. After the selection of seed nodes, the system performs influence diffusion using TV-CLT diffusion model. Based on the results of previous time-stamps, each party chooses another N p t+1 seed nodes to activate for the next time t + 1. At the end of party p deadline, its influence is evaluated based on the number of nodes activated by party p.
IV. METHODOLOGY
TC-CIM problem can be proved as NP-hard by transforming it into a single party time-constrained influence maximization that has already been proved as an NP-hard [21] , [22] , [39] . To find an optimal solution of TC-CIM problem is impractical as it is NP-hard. Besides, Lin et al. [27] have showed that the traditional IM-based approaches are not applicable in all settings for multi-round influence maximization. Further, Zhao et al. [40] have mentioned that any heuristic-based IM solution is not competitive in all social network settings. Thus, an approximated solution is more desired. Therefore, we propose a Seed-Combination and Seed-Selection(SCSS), a learning-based framework to tackle TC-CIM problem. We resort to the reinforcement learning (RL) technique to find an optimal budget utilization (seed-combination) and seed selection (seed-selection) in the TC-CIM problem. The motivation of choosing RL as the foundation of the proposed learning-based algorithm is due to its strength in dealing with uncertainty and potential in being extended to multi-party settings [27] , [41] . Next, we discuss our proposed seed-combination and seed-selection reinforcement learning-based framework for TC-CIM problem.
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A. SEED-COMBINATION AND SEED-SELECTION FRAMEWORK
Seed-Combination and Seed-Selection (SCSS) is a reinforcement learning-based framework to learn an optimal strategy for budget utilization and seed selection of a party within its deadline for a TC-CIM problem. Since RL models consist of the environment, reward, action, and state, So, we first define the environment, reward, the action, and the state in our SCSS framework.
Environment: We consider the TV-CLT influence propagation as the environment, which propagates the influence of currently active nodes using TV-CLT diffusion model.
Reward: We represent the reward as the delayed reward, i.e., the number of activated nodes till the party i deadline. That is, r i t = 0 when t = t i , and
| represents the number of activated nodes by party i. Action: The simple and straightforward way would be to design actions as selecting any node at any time to activate keeping the budget into consideration. However, it leads to an impractically large action space to learn from and cannot be appropriately trained with reasonable resources.
Thus, we introduce the idea of meta-learning [27] in RL. Contrary to [27] where single node selection at each round is considered that results in an inefficient budget utilization, we propose to integrate the budget allocation and seed selection problem into a two-level meta-learning structure. To efficiently utilize the budget at proper timings, we propose the seed-combination strategies particularly first, uniform, LI, LD, LIFMT, LDFMT, and FML. We consider a set of influence maximization (IM) action strategies specifically Degree, Weight, Blocking, and SubGreedy as a seed-selection strategies. It should be noted that the proposed framework is capable of including any new strategies in the future by extending the action set only. The objective of the RL agent is to find an optimal action given a state that results in the maximum cumulative reward.
1) SEED-COMBINATION STRATEGIES
We will briefly define the seed-combination strategies to invest budget at different timings.
1) First:
First seed-combination strategy means the party invests all of its budgets on the first day. It represents the traditional single round budget investment in competitive influence maximization. 2) Uniform: We invest party budget uniformly at each time-stamp in this strategy till its deadline. 3) LI:Linear-Increase: This strategy represents the budget spent increase with respect to time. Assume, k denotes total party budget, and t is the party deadline, i.e., last-day. Then, we spent party budget as N p t = 2k/t on the last day, N p t−1 = 2 * (k − N p t )/t − 1 on the second-last day and so on. For instance, let us assume party has a k = 20 budget to invest and a promotion deadline for t = 7 days. Then, we spent budget as: 6 nodes to select on last day, 5 nodes to select on the sixth day, 4 nodes on the fifth day, 3 nodes on the fourth day, 1 node on the third day, 1 node on the second day, and no node to select on the first day. We spend the budget on the first M-Time-stamps,i.e., days, using linear decrease strategy. Specifically,
on the second day and so on. 7) FML: FML strategy represents that the party invests budget on three specific days uniformly, that is, First, Mid-day and Last-day.
2) SEED-SELECTION STRATEGIES
Now, we will briefly define the seed-selection strategies to select specific nodes, which were initially proposed by [27] .
• Degree: Selecting a seed node(s) with a maximum degree, that is, a maximum number of in-active neighbors.
• Weight: Selecting a node(s) as the seed node(s) that have a maximum sum of in-active out-edge weight.
• Blocking: Selecting a node(s) among blocking nodes (i.e., neighbor nodes of the competitors' seed) with a maximum sum of inactive out-edge weight.
• SubGreedy: A type of greedy strategy which selects a node(s) that activates the most number of in-active nodes after two rounds of influence propagation, assuming the competitor does not take any action.
State:
We have utilized the same set of features to represent the network sate for our SCSS framework as proposed in [27] for their STORM framework. Different from [27] , we compute the time-dependent edge-weights, that is, time-decay and time-delay edge weight, at each time to represent the state features. Following is the list of features used to represent the network state. 1) Number of uninfluenced nodes 2) Summation of uninfluenced nodes degree 3) Neighbors time-dependent edge-weight summation for which both vertices are uninfluenced 4) The Maximum degree of a node among all uninfluenced nodes 5) The Maximum sum of the time-dependent out-edge weight of a node among all uninfluenced nodes 6) The Maximum sum of the time-dependent out-edge weight of a node among nodes which are the first party's neighbors 7) The Maximum sum of the time-dependent out-edge weight of a node among nodes which are the second party's neighbors 8) Maximum influenced nodes that a first party node can activate after two rounds of influence propagation 9) Maximum influenced nodes that a second party node can activate after two rounds of influence propagation
The aforementioned network state features are related to the action strategies. For instance, when the time-dependent edge weight is low, it is unfruitful to select weight, first as a combined strategy to invest nodes on the first day. Figure 3 presents the flow of our proposed SCSS Framework during training. Given the social network, state, reward, and the design of actions, our NSQ agent keeps interacting with the competitor and the environment to learn the mapping among states and actions during training. The agent continually updates both Q-tables, that is, seed-combination and seed-selection Q-tables, during the training. Meanwhile, it updates its policy throughout the training in order to find an optimal policy for budget utilization from seed-combination Q-table and seed nodes from seed-selection Q-table.
Now, we will discuss the working of the Nested Q-learning algorithm which is used in our SCSS framework for our agent simulation training.
B. NESTED Q-LEARNING (NSQ) FOR SCSS FRAMEWORK
We propose a NeSted Q-learning (NSQ) algorithm for the SCSS framework. NSQ, as the heart of the proposed SCSS framework, learns the optimal strategy consisting of seed-combination and seed selection with a nested Q-tables structure.
Our proposed NSQ algorithm to tackle TC-CIM is given in Algorithm 1. Given the social network, we pre-compute the edge-weights of all edges from time t = 0 to t = last party deadline using TV-CLT model in order to reduce time computation. Last party deadline means the party whose deadline is at the end of all parties. For example, party A has a three-day promotion, and party B has a seven-day promotion. Then, we compute the edge-weights of each day, i.e., day one to day seven. Thus, each edge will have seven different edge-weights, each representing respective time-decay and time-delay edge-weight. At the start of each training episode, NSQ determines which seed-combination strategy (First, Uniform, FML, LI, LD, LIFMT, and LDFMT) to choose and then determines the seed-selection strategy from IM-based action strategies for each state given the seed-combination. The -greedy policy is used to explore new combined strategy. We propagate the influence using TV-CLT influence propagation methodology discussed in Section III and compute the next state with time-varying edge weights for next time stamp using TV-CLT model. Note that, we determine the seed-combination at the start of each training episode and Algorithm 1 NSQ Algorithm for Social Network 1: Assume every party start competing from current day 2: Input: episode is finished as:
where r t+1 is the relative number of activated nodes using seed-combination strategy S c in state s 0 and V (s 0 ) is the expected accumulated reward. Then the maximum reward from the learned model is chosen to get the next states' expected accumulated reward V (s t+1 ). That is, V (s t+1 ) = max s 0 Q(s 0 , S C ). While, the seed-selection Q-table is updated using Eq.(3). We explain the working of NSQ algorithm with the sample training outcome. Table 1 shows the sample NSQ training episodes. Suppose, the agent takes a first seed-combination strategy in its first training episode and selects a Weight as a seed-selection which results in getting the reward of 80, that is, a number of nodes activated. In the next training episode, it takes the same seed-combination, i.e., first, strategy while it explores new seed-selection strategy within it, that is Degree. However, it receives less reward than the previous training episode. Further, the agent explores another seed-combination, Uniform, in the third episode and achieves better reward than the previous episode. While, in the fourth episode, it takes Uniform strategy but explores different seed-selection actions within it than the previous episode and achieves a higher reward than the previous episode. In this way, the agent will learn which seed-combination yields better reward along with a set of actions in it.
Further, we elaborate on how the seed-combination and seed-selection Q-table are updated during each training episode. Since, seed-combination is chosen at the start of each training episode, so the network state will be the same, for instance, 333311001. While the agent explores different seed-combination strategies to find an optimal policy throughout the training process using -greedy policy derived from seed-combination Q-table. We use the -greedy policy to explore new seed-combinations strategies in order to avoid sticking at a local optimum. Table 3 presents how the seed-selection Q-table would look like. Note that, state for the seed-selection Q-table consists of two parts. First, the rightmost digit in the state column represents the seed-combination. For example, 0: first, 1: uniform, 2: LI, and so on. The other digits of the state column show the network state. For instance, 3333110011 represents 333311001 = initial network state and 1 = Uniform. Note that, we compute the network state using the state features discussed in section IV-A. During each training round (timestamp), we add the seed-combination bit with network state and use the -greedy policy to explore the new seed-selection strategies in order to find an optimal seed-selection strategy given the seed-combination. Moreover, we store the seed-combination information along with the network state when we add or update the entry in seed-selection Q-table.
In short, the seed-combination Q-table finds an optimal seed-combination strategy showing when to invest the budget. Seed-selection Q-table helps us to find an optimal set of IM-actions given optimal seed-combination strategy and the network state, that is, how to select the seed nodes. Both the seed-combination and seed-selection Q-tables jointly provides the optimal time for budget utilization and influential node(s) selection in order to maximize the cumulative reward.
Note that STORM-Q algorithm proposed by [27] is the special case of NSQ algorithm. STORM-Q can be derived from our proposed NSQ algorithm such as fixing the seed-combination as the Uniform strategy and selecting a single node at each time using Q-learning while each edge e having a constant edge-weight c for all time units.
C. SCSS TRAINING SCENARIOS 1) TRAINING WITH KNOWN COMPETITOR
We first discuss a simple scenario when the competitors' strategy is given or predictable. If the competitors' strategy is known, then it can be simulated exactly that will allow SCSS framework to choose the maximum reward from the previous experience. We train our SCSS model against competitors' known strategy several times in order to learn the optimal strategy against it.
2) TRAINING WITH UNKNOWN COMPETITOR
The more realistic and challenging scenario is the one which assumes that the competitors' strategy is unknown. Also, we assume that it is not available for training. In the real world, It is hard to obtain the competitors' promotional strategies. Further, it is unrealistic to assume that the party can maximize its reward by repeating the same marketing strategies having no knowledge of the competitors' strategies. So, our objective is to create a more general model in this scenario which can be more competitive against various rational strategies. A rational strategy is the one that maximizes the party's reward knowing that his competitors also want to optimize their reward when deciding their strategies.
In this assumption, the competitor selects the seedcombination and the seed-selection strategy which gives him the maximum reward learned through training. We resort to the same approach proposed by [27] to tackle this scenario. Inspired by AlphaGo Zero [41] , we let our SCSS framework to learn by competing against itself, that is, two independent SCSS:NSQ agents are built to compete against each other while updating their optimal policy through Q-tables simultaneously. SCSS:NSQ agents interact with each other according to their current Q-tables during the training phase. Notice that these two agents will establish different Q-tables as they have different positions, deadlines, and budgets. 
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The time complexity of NSQ algorithm is same as of STORM [27] during a training phase. That is, O(kT |E), where k represents the number of training episodes, and T is TV-CLT propagation till all parties deadlines.
As for space complexity is concerned, NSQ algorithm stores two Q-tables, seed-combination and seed-selection. Seed-combination Q-table space complexity is |s o ||SC|, where s o is the initial network state and SC is candidate strategies for seed-combination, that is, |SC| = 7. The complexity of seed-selection Q-table is |S||A|, where S is the network states which have been explored, and A = 4, a set of seed-selection actions in our experiment. Thus, the space complexity of NSQ algorithm is |SC|+|S||A|. NSQ algorithm does not occupy too much space except one extra Q-table for seed-combination storage with only seven entries in it.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed framework for TC-CIM problem, we have conducted experiments to evaluate the following hypotheses:
• H1. If the competitors' strategy is known, NSQ algorithm can lean an optimal strategy to optimize its reward against the competitor.
• H2. If the competitors' strategy is neither known nor available for training, our proposed NSQ algorithm can still achieve better results. We conducted experiments considering two parties on five different social networks and one synthetic network as discussed in Table 4 . It can be extended to multiple parties. That is, multiple parties actions, i.e., seed-combination and seed-selection strategies, and their consequent results can be modeled jointly. There would be no additional cost of learning for multiple parties. All the first four networks can be downloaded from SNAP datasets collection [42] . While the Celegan network is downloaded from graph-tool dataset collections. 1 Besides, Synthetic network follows the power-law distribution.
We have implemented our proposed NSQ algorithm and STORM-Q [27] for the experiments. The latter one is the state-of-the-art learning algorithm for CIM and is considered as the baseline for scenarios, such as competing against the competitors' known or unknown strategies. We have the following training settings for NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms. We train five models each running 1000 training episodes separately for both scenarios. Then, we select the best model having the highest average reward and do the competition for 1000 test episodes. During the competition phase, NSQ greedily determines the seed-combination and seed-selection strategies derived from existing seed-combination and seed-selection Q tables without exploring. Similarly, STORM-Q determines the seed selection based on learned Q-table without exploring in competition phase. We use polynomial learning rate [43] , for both NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms. While other parameters -greedy probability, decaying factor, and discount factor are set as 0.5, 0.998, and 0.98 respectively.
B. COMPARISON METHODS
We have compared our proposed SCSS-NSQ algorithm with the following learning-based and heuristic-based algorithms.
• STORM-Q [27] : STORM-Q is a reinforcement-based learning algorithm that finds an optimal seed selection by using the Q-learning method. It is considered as the state-of-the-art learning algorithm for CIM problem. In addition to the RL-based method, we compared the results with the following traditional IM-based algorithms.
• MaxDegree [44] : MaxDegree, traditional influence maximization strategy, is another baseline algorithm that selects the seed nodes having the highest degree in the network.
• PageRank [45] : The famous web page ranking algorithm used by Google to rank the web pages. We select k node(s) as the seed node(s) with the highest PageRank value in the network.
• Random [3] : Random is another baseline method that selects the seed nodes randomly.
• DegDiscount [4] : DegDiscount, i.e., Degree Discount, is a heuristic based influence maximization algorithm that selects the seed node(s) by discounting the node(s) which already exist in the seed set.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) WHEN THE COMPETITORS' STRATEGY IS KNOWN
First, we assume that the competitors' strategy is known. Here, we train our model (NSQ) and STORM-Q [27] as the first party to take action and learn an optimal policy against the competitors' known strategies. Aforementioned traditional IM-based algorithms also take action as the first party. Besides, we analyze the traditional IM-based algorithms budget utilization under two settings, that is, Uniformly (U) or spend all the budget on the first day (F). Here, our objective is to analyze how these algorithms perform against the competitors' known strategies.
Case 1 (When Both Parties Have the Same Time and Budget Constraints):
In the first experiment, we let both parties having the same budget and deadline i,e. K = 10, and T = 7.
Here, we present the average percentage of users that each algorithm activated during the competition reward. Tables 5 and 6 show the NSQ and STORM-Q algorithm comparisons on four different social networks using WE model along with traditional IM-based algorithms. We have highlighted the results of our proposed algorithm, NSQ in grey, STORM-Q in light red and the best conventional IM-algorithm, that is, DegDis, in yellow. Here, we can see that the proposed NSQ algorithm achieves better results than the STORM-Q against the competitors' known strategies. This is expected since NSQ is proposed to learn a better strategy to invest budget at different timing and determine the optimal seed-selection with it. Moreover, we can see from both tables that traditional DegDis and MaxDeg algorithms achieved the similar result as NSQ algorithm when both algorithms invested all of their budgets on the first day. However, these algorithms could not activate many nodes while investing budget uniformly. Similar results were observed using Weighted Reciprocal (WR) model.
Though Degree Discount and MaxDegree algorithms got a similar reward as to our proposed NSQ algorithm when they invest all of their budgets on the first day. However, their performance is not so satisfactory when the budget is invested uniformly by these two algorithms. Further, we investigated how all these algorithms perform using weighted cascade model (uniform linear threshold model) [4] , [5] , [26] , [28] , [46] - [48] Table 7 presents each algorithms results on Celegan and Synthetic network. We can see from Table 7 that DegreeDiscount and MaxDegree algorithms could not activate as many nodes as our NSQ against the competitors' known strategies even they invest all of their budgets on the first day. Further, our proposed SCSS framework is a general framework that includes traditional IM-based algorithms as its action set to select seed nodes, so, the performance of NSQ algorithm can be quite similar to MaxDegree or DegDiscount algorithms. Our proposed framework is quite flexible to include any stateof-the-art or best(in-future) IM-based algorithms to select seed nodes along with finding an optimal time to invest budget.
Case 2 (Effect of Budget): Next, we illustrate the effect of the budget in the TC-CIM problem. We assume that first party have more budget than the second party while their time deadlines are same, that is, p 1 ; k 1 = 20, p 2 ; k 2 = 10 and the deadline for both parties; T = 7. It can be observed from Tables 10 and 11 that our proposed algorithm, NSQ, achieves better reward than STORM-Q on all networks. In addition, we observe that the reward the first party received in this experiment is more than the previous experiment shown in Tables 5 and 6 . NSQ achieved better reward and activated more nodes than the first experiment when the parties have the same budget and time deadline as shown in Tables 10 and 11 on all four networks. While the STORM-Q activated quite same number of nodes as in tables 10 and 11. Since STORM-Q have selected only 7 number of nodes in both experiments, so, its' performance can be quite similar. Whereas, NSQ has invested all of its budget in this experiment, so, it has influenced more number of nodes.
Case 3 (Effect of Deadline): Next, we analyze the effect of a deadline. In this case, we assume that both parties have same budget-constraints, i.e K = 10, but first party deadline is earlier than the second party, i.e, p 1 ; t 1 = 3, p 2 ; t 2 = 7. So, the first party will not get any profit after three time-units (or days) since its' deadline has passed. Here, we want to evaluate how NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms perform when the first party deadline is earlier than the second party. NSQ will find better seed-combination strategies to invest more budget or all of its budget on the first day and maximize its reward. The results in Tables 10 and 11 portray that NSQ activated more nodes than the STORM-Q on all four networks when the first party deadline is earlier than the second party. More ever, it presents that the NSQ, STORM-Q, and other traditional IM-based algorithms activated fewer nodes than the experimental results shown in Tables 10 and 11 on all the networks due to a shorter deadline.
Experimental results show that NSQ achieved up to 30% higher reward than the STORM-Q when parties have the same time deadline, such as 1 st and 2 nd cases, on all the networks using WE and WR models. While NSQ achieved up to 60% more reward than the STORM-Q when parties have different deadlines as observed in 3 rd case on all the networks using both time-decaying models, i.e., WE and WR.
2) WHEN THE COMPETITORS' STRATEGY IS UNKNOWN AND UNAVAILABLE FOR TRAINING
The most challenging and realistic scenario is when the competitors' strategy is unknown and also not available for training. As discussed in Section IV-C2, both parties will use Q-table to select seed-combination and seed-selection to maximize their reward. We let the first party use NSQ and second party to use STORM-Q algorithm and vice verse. Our objective is to determine how both models perform competing against each other as well as against itself. Besides, we investigate how the models perform against the unknown strategy when they are trained against competitor's unknown strategies. For instance, SCSS:NSQ algorithm is trained against itself (i.e., a competitor is using SCSS:NSQ also) and then see how this learned model performs against conventional algorithms, that is, PageRank, random, degDiscount. Likewise, STORM-Q is trained and competed against unknown models. Since NSQ and STORM-Q seed-selection action set does not include these conventional algorithms, so our objective here is to analyze how these both algorithms perform on conventional algorithms when they are trained on competitor's unknown and different strategies.
Case 1 (When Both Parties Have the Same Time and Budget Constraints):
In this case, we assume that both parties have the same time-deadline and budget to invest, that is, K = 10, and T = 7. Table 12 presents the results comparisons of NSQ and STORM-Q against each other and traditional algorithms on all networks. The values inside the column denote the first party average competition reward, as a percentage of nodes activated by it, using NSQ or STORM-Q algorithm competing against the competitors' various models. It can be observed from table 12 that NSQ algorithm significantly outperformed the STORM-Q algorithm while competing against NSQ, STORM-Q or traditional IM-based algorithms. Moreover, NSQ activated more nodes when his competitor is using the STORM-Q or traditional IM-algorithm than the scenario where the competitor is also using NSQ algorithm. Besides, NSQ algorithm got less reward in some cases when the competitor is using MaxDegree or DegDiscount but still achieved more reward than the STORM-Q algorithm competing against the similar competitor.
Further, STORM-Q algorithm achieved more reward, still activated fewer nodes than the NSQ algorithm, if the competitor is also using STORM-Q algorithm. However, STORM-Q could not activate more nodes if the competitor is using NSQ algorithm. In general, NSQ outperformed STORM-Q algorithm on all the networks using both time-decaying models, i.e, WE and WR, when competing against the NSQ, STORM-Q or traditional IM algorithms.
Case 2 (Effect of Budget):
Next, we analyze the effect of the budget when the competitors' strategy is unknown. We evaluated how our proposed algorithm; NSQ, and STORM-Q perform when they have more budget than the competitor and the competitors' strategy is unknown. Table 13 presents the NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms results on all networks using WE model. We can observe that NSQ achieved more reward than the experimental results in table 12 when its budget is increased on all networks. While STORM-Q reward is similar to the experiment 12. Similarly, STORM-Q got a better reward if the competitor is also using STORM-Q algorithm. Similar to the previous case, STORM-Q performance is not so significant while competing against the NSQ algorithm.
Case 3 (Effect of Deadline): Finally, we investigated the effect of the deadline. In this case, the first party time deadline is earlier than the second party, i.e., t 1 = 3, t 2 = 7, while both parties have same budget to invest, that is, K = 10. It can be observed from Table 14 that NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms achieved less reward than the experimental results shown in the previous table, i.e., Table 13 using WE model on all networks. It is quite understandable that when the first party has a shorter deadline than it cannot activate many nodes.
Experimental results in all these cases show that when we are competing against the competitors' unknown strategies and the competitor is also trying to maximize its' reward by learning better policies than we cannot activate as many nodes as compared to competing against the competitors' known strategies. Besides, it is quite understandable that NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms cannot activate many nodes when they have shorter time-deadline compared with longer timedeadline.
In short, we considered various types of strategy combinations and trained the model to learn better strategy combinations even when the competitors' strategy is unknown and not available for training. Further, we discussed the results of our proposed model, SCAS:NSQ, with the state-of-the-art algorithm, STORM-Q and with traditional IM-based algorithms. SCAS:NSQ algorithms yields better results than the STORM-Q in all of the aforementioned cases while competing against itself, STORM-Q, and conventional models.
3) TRAINING PERFORMANCE
In this section, we discuss the training time efficiency of SCSS:NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms. Figure 4 presents the training time of NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms on all four networks using WE model. We have just presented the training time of competitors' known strategies and when both parties have the same constraints.
Training time of other cases against competitors' known and unknown strategies is quite similar.
We can see from Figure 4 that SCSS:NSQ and STORM-Q algorithms took similar training time against the competitors' known strategies. Further, both algorithms took more training time competing against competitors' (Block, U) and (Sub, U) strategies. It is quite reasonable that (Block, U) strategy has to find the first party selected nodes and then block the influence which results in longer training time. Moreover, the SubGreedy strategy is a type of Greedy strategy where we need to compute the influence of each node at each time-stamp that results in longer training time.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we proposed a novel time-constrained competitive influence maximization (TC-CIM) problem based on time-varying competitive linear threshold model (TV-CLT). To tackle the TC-CIM problem, we proposed a seed-combination and seed-selection (SCSS) framework that employs a Nested Q-learning (NSQ) algorithm. The framework integrates the seed-combination strategies coupled with seed-selection strategies to invest the budget efficiently to achieve better reward considering parties deadlines and budget constraints. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first learning-based framework which considers the influence propagation with time-decaying and time delay propagation in time-constrained CIM problem. The simulation results showed that the proposed NSQ algorithm outperformed state-of-the-art learning-based algorithm to tackle TC-CIM problem using TV-CLT diffusion model. Further, our proposed Nested Q-Learning framework, i.e., SCSS, is a general nested Q-Learning framework which is flexible to include any state-of-the-art or best(in-future) IM-based algorithms along with any budget utilization strategies to tackle the multi-party influence maximization.
